CASE STUDY

TRAINING & ACTIVATION

VALLEY CHILDREN’S HEALTHCARE
100% Virtual Epic Go-Live

ABOUT VALLEY CHILDREN’S HEALTHCARE
Valley Children's Healthcare began as the vision of ﬁve civic-minded
women who saw the need for a dedicated pediatric hospital in Central

CHALLENGES

California.
For nearly 70 years, Valley Children's Healthcare has grown from a

As the only comprehensive pediatric specialty network

42-bed hospital in 1952 to a 358-bed, nationally respected pediatric

between Los Angeles and San Francisco, a region covering

healthcare network today. With more than 640 physicians and 3,500

45,000 square miles and 1.3 million children, effectively

staff, Valley Children’s delivers high-quality, comprehensive care to

integrating all their care locations from seven different EHR

more than 1.3 million children in a 12-county service area.

platforms onto a single Epic platform was of utmost
importance. After signing a contract with Epic in mid-2018,

There is no question that the launch of a new

the training and go-live, to be conducted in partnership with
Optimum Healthcare IT, was scheduled to begin in April

electronic medical record system was a

2020. Complicating matters was the COVID-19 pandemic.

signiﬁcant project for Valley Children’s

Between the 30 and 60-day go-live readiness assessment
(GLRA), many options were discussed. Approximately

Healthcare. There is also no question that a

forty-ﬁve days before the project start date, it was

pandemic, the ﬁrst in more than 100 years,

determined that Optimum support would be conducted

was also signiﬁcant. That they both occurred

100% virtually. The challenge was pivoting from an on-site

simultaneously was remarkable, and the

model to a virtual model that provided Valley Children’s
with the same end-user experience.

odds of major glitches in our Epic launch
seemed high. The ability of Optimum to
collaborate on an entirely virtual 24/7
process, providing at-the-elbow remote
support

to

physicians,

clinical

and

non-clinical staff, and to execute on that

Transition to Epic
from 7 different EHRs
COVID-19
Pandemic

vision without missing a beat is a credit to
their team, and the team at Valley Children’s.
The collaboration between Optimum and our staff

Pivot from On-site
to Virtual

was key to our success.
BEVERLY HAYDEN-PUGH, RN
C H I EF N U R SI N G & T R A NS F OR M ATI ON OF F I CE R
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OPTIMUM HEALTHCARE IT C ASE ST UDY

SOLUTION
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Valley Children's approached Optimum about the
potential of their Epic go-live project moving forward virtually. Optimum presented a plan
that was new to the industry and satisﬁed the client's request. In partnership with Valley
Children's, the project pivoted to be 100% virtual. Beginning with virtual one-on-one
activation readiness activities three-weeks prior, Optimum's cross-functional and
integration expertise was on full display. To ensure the Providers were ready for go-live,

$ 650K
COST
SAVINGS *

Optimum conducted webinars, and one-on-one sessions tailored to their needs.
The project moved into further phases as seamlessly as if the Optimum team was on-site.
Questions were just as varied as when on-site, ranging from general how-to questions to
more in-depth issues requiring one-on-one support taking the end-user through the full
workﬂow. End-users had direct access to support in under ten seconds. The same level of
oversight and escalation paths were maintained via virtual support rooms, allowing the
team to sustain 80%+ ﬁrst-call resolution. Dedicated one-on-one support in critical care
areas, for example, kept the learning and adoption curve as short as possible.

+3.4K
END-USERS
TRAINED

Because of COVID-19, a large number of telehealth visits, including video, which is not
usually an in-demand need, were successfully supported. The Valley Children's and
Optimum Executive teams remained in constant contact online and regularly attended
leadership meetings. The entire Epic project was managed via 100% virtual support, an
industry ﬁrst.

RESULTS
Successful Go-Live: April 25, 2020
$650,000+ Cost savings (*without travel)

+370
PROVIDERS
TRAINED

80% First-call resolution
3,400+ End-users trained
370+ Providers trained
200+ Hours of one-on-one sessions
260 Pre-live webinars
<10 seconds support access

<10s
SUPPORT
ACCESS

PROJECT D E TAI LS
130+ Virtual ATE resources covering all applications of Epic
20+ Analysts / application managers
Two activation program managers
Physician Liaison

80%
FIRST CALL
RESOLUTION
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WHAT GIVES US THE EDGE

OUR PHILOSOPHY
At Optimum Healthcare IT, we are committed to helping our clients improve

LEADERSHIP
Former clinical and operational leaders from

healthcare delivery by providing world-class consulting services. We bring the

provider organizations who have been in your

most proﬁcient business and clinical consultants in the industry to identify our

shoes and understand the complexities of EHR

client’s issues and explore the right solutions to ﬁt their organization’s goals.

delivery.

Together, we identify and implement the best people, processes, and
technology to ensure our client’s success. Optimum Healthcare IT provides

PERSONNEL

small-business

One of the nation’s largest consulting teams of

extraordinary costs. We are responsive, ﬂexible, and most of all, accountable.

ﬂexibility

with

large-business

stability,

without

the

approximately 300 MDs, RNs, RPHs, and
informaticists with the ability to leverage

WHY CHOOSE OPTIMUM

thousands of resources.

FOCUS
Dedicated healthcare practice focused on the
continuum of care via clinical and business
processes, delivered via IT strategy and
advisory services.

Optimum Healthcare IT is a full-service organization that offers a wide range
of services which allows us to assist our clients every step of the way. When
our clients have a need, we can fulﬁll it. With a business built on experience in
the healthcare industry, we understand what is most important to our clients
and consultants. We only recruit the best – combining our experience and

EXPERTISE

capabilities with the best the industry has to offer, we provide superior service

Extensive industry and vendor knowledge

to our clients.

with large-scale, multi-entity EHR experience.

Our approach is comprehensive; our
experience is vast. We listen; we learn.

HISTORY
Extensive client reference-ability and a long
track record of successful engagements

Your success is our success.

completed on-time and under budget.

ABOUT OPTIMUM HEALTHCARE IT

VERSATILITY
Ability to deliver a wide array of quality
services and consultants across the full

Optimum Healthcare IT is a Best in KLAS healthcare IT stafﬁng and consulting

spectrum of provider systems, while quickly

services ﬁrm based in Jacksonville Beach, Florida. Optimum provides

pivoting to address your unforeseen needs.

world-class professional stafﬁng services to ﬁll any need as well as consulting
services that encompass advisory,

TOOLS

EHR implementation, training and

activation, EHR optimization, community connect, managed services,

SkillMarket,

software

enterprise resource planning, security, and ancillary services – supporting our

platform designed to automate complex tasks

client’s needs through the continuum of care. Our organization is led by a

such

leadership team with extensive experience in providing expert healthcare

as

our

resource

proprietary
selection,

scheduling,

detailed reporting, compliance, and more.

stafﬁng and consulting solutions to all types of organizations.

Visit optimumhit.com or call 1-904-373-0831 to ﬁnd out how
your organization can take advantage of our solution offerings.
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